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ABSTRACT
There is an increasing interest in image-to-image translation with
applications ranging from generating maps from satellite images to
creating entire clothes’ images from only contours. In the present
work, we investigate image-to-image translation using Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) for generating new data, taking as a
case study the morphing of giraffes images into bird images. Morph-
ing a giraffe into a bird is a challenging task, as they have different
scales, textures, and morphology. An unsupervised cross-domain
translator entitled InstaGAN was trained on giraffes and birds,
along with their respective masks, to learn translation between
both domains. A dataset of synthetic bird images was generated
using translation from originally giraffe images while preserving
the original spatial arrangement and background. It is important to
stress that the generated birds do not exist, being only the result of a
latent representation learned by InstaGAN. Two subsets of common
literature datasets were used for training the GAN and generating
the translated images: COCO and Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011.
To evaluate the realness and quality of the generated images and
masks, qualitative and quantitative analyses were made. For the
quantitative analysis, a pre-trained Mask R-CNN was used for the
detection and segmentation of birds on Pascal VOC, Caltech-UCSD
Birds 200-2011, and our new dataset entitled FakeSet. The gener-
ated dataset achieved detection and segmentation results close to
the real datasets, suggesting that the generated images are realistic
enough to be detected and segmented by a state-of-the-art deep
neural network.
KEYWORDS
GAN, Image-to-image translation, Semantic instance segmenta-
tion, Data generation
1 INTRODUCTION
Object detection and semantic segmentation are common research
topics in Computer Vision. Detection focus on finding and identify-
ing different objects in an image, defining a bounding-box around
them. Semantic segmentation is more challenging, aiming at not
only finding objects, but also the contours at the limits of the ob-
jects. Both tasks have a wide range of applications like robotics,
medical diagnosis, fashion design, mapping streets, and many oth-
ers. An even more difficult task is instance semantic segmentation,
where the focus is not only segmentation of classes, but individual
instances of the classes. Figure 1 demonstrates each task’s objective.
∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
Figure 1: Difference between object detection, semantic seg-
mentation, and instance segmentation. Adapted from [1].
Detection of objects nowadays can be made by advanced algo-
rithms that have already surpassed human-level performance [2].
The introduction of faster detection methods, like Faster R-CNN [3],
YOLO [4], and recently, Mask R-CNN [5], made possible more ac-
curate and real-time methods for many real-world tasks [6].
In contrast, object segmentation is still not as good as humans, as
it is a much harder task to segment objects, especially in a pixel-wise
fashion. One of the drawbacks of segmentation performance is the
lack of available large-scale datasets and labeled images. The main
cause of this scarcity lies upon the manual generation of semantic
masks being laborious. For instance, for assembling the Cityscapes
dataset of urban scenes semantic segmentation [7], an average of
90 minutes was required for labeling each image.
Thus, any effective alternative to manually labeling image pixels
is relevant. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8] are possi-
bly a viable alternative to this issue. GAN is a deep network model
composed of two networks: a generator and a discriminator. The
generator produces images from latent vectors, and the discrimina-
tor serves as a forgery expert, evaluating the quality and realness of
the generated images. Both are trained in a zero-sum game against
each other. GANs have been used in many applications for new
images generation, and also segmentation masks. But how realistic
are those images?
Our main hypothesis is that a GAN can translate giraffes to
birds and generate a synthetic dataset of realistic bird images. The
Reference: RUIZ, Daniel V., SALOMON, Gabriel, TODT, Eduardo. Can Giraffes Become Birds? An Evaluation of Image-to-image Translation for Data Generation. In: COMPUTER
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quality assessment of bird generation in those images will be the
main subject of study. Other GANs have been trained to translate
sheep into giraffes, or horses into zebras, but those classes are
similar to each other regarding scale and shape. A bigger challenge
that we chose was to translate giraffes into birds because of the
great difference between them regarding scale, shape, and texture.
The highlight of this work is that we are not turning apples into
oranges, but elephants into bananas.
Qualitative and quantitative investigations were performed. The
qualitative dealt with the resulting appearance of the image-to-
image translation, the newly generated dataset entitled FakeSet.
Five people answered a survey regarding the quality of translation,
contour, and texture of the generated images. For the quantitative
analysis, Mask R-CNN [5], a state-of-the-art method for image se-
mantic segmentation, was used for the detection and segmentation
of the new bird dataset, and two common datasets of the literature.
Detection and segmentation accuracy were taken into account. The
goal was to show that the generated images have a similar overall
performance in comparison to the real ones.
The following section presents recent works regarding image
detection, segmentation, GAN, and image-to-image translation. Sec-
tion 3 details the implementation, architecture, and parameters used
for training the GAN and generating FakeSet. Consecutively, in
section 4, the quality of FakeSet is investigated using two distinct
approaches: qualitative and quantitative. Section 5 presents discus-
sions arisen from the results obtained. Conclusions and future work
proposals are compiled in the final section.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
With the advents of superfast machines, GPUs, and lots of training
data, object detection and semantic segmentation scaled to a high
level of efficiency. One of the recent breakthroughs in object detec-
tion was provided by Faster R-CNN [3]. This novel deep learning
method introduced real-time object detection, using Region Pro-
posal Networks (RPN). RPN is a convolutional network that detects
objects’ boundaries yielding probability scores and was merged
with a Region-based Convolutional Network (R-CNN) [9] to form
the final network architecture. RPN is an attention mechanism,
indicating which regions R-CNN should focus (regions that might
contain an object).
Mask R-CNN [5] is a state-of-the-art deep neural network for
instance segmentation. This segmentation network adds a parallel
path to the original Faster R-CNN, that calculates binary objects’
masks, with minimal overhead. The loss function used for training
aims at maximizing both detection and segmentation accuracy,
providing high-quality trustworthy segmentation masks.
Mask R-CNN has been used for many general segmentation
tasks, such as urban scenarios segmentation [5], birds species cate-
gorization [10] and salient object detection [11].
To generate more examples of training, Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) can be used. They can learn real image features
and generate synthetic images from latent feature vectors (with
the addition of noise). Introduced in 2014 by Goodfellow et al. [8],
GANs are widely used nowadays especially after advances made
in the loss functions, to constrain learning and generation of more
realistic images.
ALI [12] and BiGAN [13] proposed an inverse mapping (from
image to latent vector). This intuition is very useful in image-to-
image translation, when instead of generating a latent vector, an
image of another domain is generated.
CoGAN [14] focused in multi-domain scenarios. Without the
need to pair samples from different domains, it learns image trans-
lation by training two distinct generators with weight-sharing to
ensure a joint distribution. [15]
Pix2pix [16] uses with constrained GANs to synthesize images
from contours, applying styles for images, colorization. It also pro-
poses automatic learning of mappings, using loss functions, show-
ing the versatility of learning automatically mapping functions for
image-to-image translation.
Although all the previously referenced works contributed to
image-to-image translation research, one of the most groundbreak-
ing approaches was made by CycleGAN [17]. CycleGAN introduced
a constraining loss function for the generative network to maintain
cycle integrity. In other words, being the target domains A and B
and the generative networks GB and GA, the following mappings
are learned: GB : A→ B, GA : B → A. The cycle consistency loss,
restrains that any mapping from A to B, and back to A should be
close to the initial region in A, formally:GA(GB (A)) ≈ A. The same
applies to B, GB (GA(B)) ≈ B.
A recent work [18], used semantic-aware GANs to make im-
ages extracted from the GTA-V game more realistic, making them
possible to be used for training, enhancing semantic segmentation
accuracy on real street images. A great example of how data can be
generated to be used as data augmentation for training a segmenta-
tion network. Ruiz et al. [19] proposed a novel data augmentation
technique used for segmentation that combines image inpainting
and linear combinations of different images.
Focusing in instance semantic segmentation, one of the first
and most recent methods proposed is Instance-aware Generative
Adversarial Network (InstaGAN) [20]. Although other GANs like
CycleGAN focused in semantic segmentation, they did not take
into account the individuals (instances) of the semantic classes.
InstaGAN is able to preserve even instance attributes, like position
in the image. Another feature is context preservation: looking direc-
tion of animals, by example, and keeping the original background.
This can be achieved by jointly encoding the attributes and image
information to ensure correspondence between them.
InstaGAN’s generators GXY and GYX work by mapping im-
ages and attributes from one image domain X to the other Y, and
vice-versa. Considering a pair of image domain X and respective
attribute domainA, it is possible to learn a mapping to another im-
age domain Y with the respective attributes related to that domain
B. Then, for a pair of image and its attributes (x ,a) ∈ X × A, we
will have a generator GXY such that:
GXY (x ,a) = (y,b) | (y,b) ∈ Y × B (1)
The inverse mapping is also possible, hence for a pair of image and
their attributes (y,b) ∈ Y × B:
GYX (y,b) = (x ,a) | (x ,a) ∈ X × A (2)
For every image instance of the semantic domain X, a correspond-
ing instance of Y is generated, preserving attributes like position,
pose and others. To translate images between domains, masks are
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(a) The generators G translate a pair of
image and its attributes (including the
segmentation mask) from one domain
to the other.
(b) A generator in action: an input image with their re-
spective instances masks, from class X receives a new
mask for each new instance of class Y, based in at-
tributes from the original image. The translated image
keeps context information (background), only trans-
forming the target instances, generating birds from a
latent space of representation learned during the train-
ing stage.
(c) The discriminator from class Y is trained to iden-
tify realistic images, and output if the image appears
to be synthetic or not.
Figure 2: Illustration adapted from Mo et al. [20].
provided as one of the attributes, so the generative network knows
the corresponding attributes in the new domain, and can also pre-
serve background (translating only the instances). At the end, each
mask is translated to a new instance mask of the new domain, con-
sequently generating segmentation masks and images containing
instances of the new domain.
The discriminator receives images and masks and evaluates if the
segmented instances make sense and are similar to real instances
of the new domain. To accomplish that, discriminators are initially
trained on real images. Figure 2 illustrates the process of instace-
aware translation between domains and the discrimination process.
3 DATASET GENERATION
For the purpose of generating FakeSet, using image-to-image trans-
lation, the best option available is the use of GAN. InstaGAN [20]
was chosen for being one of the most recent GANs and focused in
semantic segmentation. Also, InstaGAN focuses in individual in-
stances, thus preserving spatial information and context. We want
to translate giraffes into birds, therefore we will need two datasets
for training: one with giraffe images and the other with bird images.
3.1 Datasets
A dataset entitled COCO (Common objects in Context) [21] was
one of the two datasets used for training InstaGAN. COCO consists
of 328k images of more than 91 object types. For segmentation
more than 123k images are available, with 80 object categories.
For our research, we only wanted one category from this dataset:
giraffes. So, only giraffe images were used, resulting in 2,546 im-
ages for training and 101 for validation, all with their respective
segmentation masks.
The other dataset, Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011 [22] (a.k.a.,
CUB-200) is focused on birds, containing 200 birds species, and
more than 11k images.
Bird images were divided 80/20 for each one of 200 species
of birds. In total, were used 9,414 images for training (80%) and
2,374 for validation (20%). No subdivisions were made according to
species to enhance generalization.
3.2 Training
Most parameters were kept the same as the original InstaGAN
paper. The images from the giraffes and birds datasets were resized
to 256x256 using bilinear interpolation. The training takes almost 3
weeks on GPU (reduced to one and a half week by using 2 NVIDIA
RTX 2080 GPUs). The loss functions InstaGAN uses during training
include: Least-squares GAN loss [23], cycle loss, context loss and
identity loss. The different losses were weighted according to their
importance in the final result. Cycle loss received a bigger weight,
as it is more important than the latter to maintain equivalence
between distinct domain samples. So did LSGAN, as it improves
convergence, reducing possible vanishing gradient issues. More
than 100 epochs were needed to achieve good visually results and
stagnation of loss minimization.
3.3 FakeSet
The generated dataset of synthetic birds was entitled FakeSet. Some
image translations performed really well, producing convincing
birds and removing the original giraffes from the image, as we
can see in Figure 3. However, some images did not translate well,
as shown in Figure 4. The translation quality of the 2,546 giraffe
images to bird images will be evaluated in the next section.
4 DATASET EVALUATION
For performance evaluation of image generation, qualitative and
quantitative analyses for the generated dataset were conducted.
Qualitative analysis was performed in the form of a survey. Five
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participants filled an online form, regarding the quality of a rep-
resentative subset of FakeSet. Their answers were compiled and
results were analyzed. Quantitative analysis was conducted using
a pre-trained multiclass algorithm to detect and segment the new
dataset images. Bird images from two common datasets were used,
for results comparison. The protocols and details of both approaches
will be discussed next.
Figure 3: Generated synthetic bird images with a visually
good quality (well translated birds).
Figure 4: Generated synthetic bird images with a visually
bad quality (poorly translated birds).
4.1 Qualitative Analysis
In Image Processing, the main attributes of an image are: shape,
contour, texture, illumination and color. In the present case, illumi-
nation and color are not really discriminative, because birds and
giraffes can easily share those features. So, only shape, contour and
texture were selected to be analyzed. The metrics for the qualitative
analysis consisted of three main factors of quality: translation (Does
the image looks like a bird or a giraffe?), contour (Were the bird
limits preserved?), and texture (Does the texture look like a bird?).
Protocol: The Protocol for analysis consists of extracting a rep-
resentative random sample from the total amount of generated
images and evaluate them under the aforementioned metrics, sur-
veying volunteers.
Theminimum sample required for the population of 2,546 images
can be obtained by using Cochran Equation [24]:
n0 =
Z 2pq
e2
(3)
In the equation, n0 represents the minimum number of images
required in the sampling, Z represents the corresponding z-score
for a desired confidence,p is the estimated proportion of an attribute
in the population, q is 1 − p and e is the desired error.
For this experiment, we will require a confidence level of 95%
(a common value for confidence). The corresponding z-score is
approximately 1.96. The error margin will be fixed in 5% (a common
value in the literature). As the population attributes are unknown,
p and q will both be set to achieve maximum results: 0.5.
n0 =
(1.96)2 × (0.5) × (0.5)
(0.05)2 = 385 (4)
As 2,546 is a small and finite population, it is possible to reduce the
sample number, using yet from Cochran:
n =
n0
1 + n0−1N
=
385
1 + 385−12546
= 335 (5)
That means, at least 335 random samples are needed to estimate
the conditions of all 2,546 images generated, with 95% confidence
(and an error margin of ±5%).
Survey: An intern web application was developed to inquire
participants about the FakeSet’s subset of 335 randomly selected
images.
Five candidates were asked to evaluate each one of the same
335 images, regarding the protocol metrics: quality of translation,
contour and texture. The options were binary: “Good” or “Bad” .
The final score for each attribute is calculated using the mean for
all images per candidate, resulting in a score between 0 and 1 (0
being bad quality and 1 being good quality). By example, if a quality
metric is equal to 0.75 for a participant, it means that 3/4 of the
images performed well in that attribute and 1/4 did not. The voting
results about the quality of the generated FakeSet are displayed in
Table 1.
4.2 Quantitative Analysis
We need to verify if the images are adequate for proper detection
and subsequent segmentation. We use the segmentation as finer
evaluation than simple detection since it provides a pixel-wise
classification. A general state-of-the-art detection and segmentation
networkwas chosen for the task:Mask R-CNN [5]. The advantage of
choosing a network trained on independent datasets from the ones
used in this paper is that an impartial analysis can be performed.
Also, for comparison, two datasets that contain bird images and
4
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Table 1: Mean quality score of 335 selected images, per par-
ticipant with the respective standard deviation. Also, the es-
timated number of satisfactory images per attribute (and the
absolute error margin) in the whole FakeSet, that contains
2,546 images.
Quality Metric
Score
# Est. FakeSet (e=5%)
Avg Std
Image Translation 0.478 0.175 1,216 (±61)
Contour 0.467 0.144 1,188 (±60)
Texture 0.651 0.098 1,657 (±83)
pre-labeled (ground-truth) segmentation masks were chosen. The
evaluation protocol will be discussed next.
Datasets: Two datasets were used for comparison with FakeSet:
Pascal Visual Object Classes (VOC 2011) [25] and Caltech-UCSD
Birds 200-2011 [22]. VOC contains several classes, so only bird im-
ages were selected. Caltech contains more than 11k bird images, and
VOC more than 250. Both datasets provide the segmentation masks,
thus it is possible to investigate detection and also segmentation
performance.
Metrics: for detection efficiency evaluation the metric used was
accuracy (how many birds were detected in relation to the whole
number of birds). To consider a bird detected, the confidence was set
to a minimal of 80%. To verify segmentation performance, common
metrics used in the literature are: F-score and MAE (Mean Absolute
Error). Another common metric is IoU. According to Gallagher et
al. [26], IoU is very similar to the F-score. For that reason, we did
not measure IoU. F-score can be obtained by the following formula,
with X being the target class mask and Y the ground-truth mask:
F-score = (1 + β
2) · |X ∩ Y |
β2 · |X | + |Y |
We set β to 1 as it is commonly used, obtaining:
F-score = 2|X ∩ Y ||X | + |Y |
And the MAE can be calculated by using the following equation,
where x represents the pixel binary value of the segmentation mask
calculated by the method, y the pixel binary value of the ground-
truth mask and n the total number of pixels in the mask:
MAE =
∑n
i=1 |yi − xi |
n
Protocol: The protocol chosen to evaluate the realness (quality)
of the images consists in using a pre-trained network to evaluate
detection and segmentation.
FakeSet has 2,546 unique images. The evaluation demonstrated
that: 289 images are trash (images that birds are not even detected),
717 are unsatisfactory (the F-score lower than 0.8) and 1,540 are
satisfactory. The box plots illustrated in Figure 5 show that the
distribution of F-score follow a skewed normal distribution, slanted
towards best scores. Similar to the distribution of the other two
Table 2: Detection and Segmentation Accuracy.
Metrics
Pascal Caltech FakeSet
Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std
Detection Acc. 0.918 – 0.983 – 0.886 –
F-score 0.819 0.130 0.891 0.075 0.816 0.142
MAE 0.030 0.035 0.025 0.024 0.038 0.036
datasets. These results demonstrate that most of FakeSet birds are
realistic enough for being correctly detected and segmented.
Table 2 shows the comparison between image datasets using
Mask-RCNN. Caltech refers to the Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011
and Pascal to the Pascal Visual Object Classes (VOC 2011). The
Mask R-CNN pre-trained with the COCO dataset performed better
on the Caltech dataset since the birds are usually prominent and
represent a large area of the image where in the Pascal VOC that is
not always the case.
Figure 5: F-score results per dataset
5 DISCUSSION
Our qualitative findings show that most of the images are not
completely realistic. However, there is a significant percentage of
correctly translated images.
In the quantitative analysis it was evident that even the images
that were not utterly realistic, could still be detected and segmented
with high-confidence (higher than 80%), in a similar proportion to
other real dataset images. A correct detection and segmentation
of a fake sample implies that the fake image share common fea-
tures with the real images originally learned by the Deep Neural
Network (DNN), such as border, shape and texture. Figure 6 show
some examples of the image-to-image translation, with the original
images and respective masks, and after the translation, the resulting
image, generated mask. Notice how the pose, spatial arrangement
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(a) Original Image (b) Original Mask (c) Original Image (d) Original Mask (e) Original Image (f) Original Mask
(g) Generated Image (h) Generated Mask (i) Generated Image (j) Generated Mask (k) Generated Image (l) Generated Mask
Figure 6: Examples of generated translation.
and background stays the same. We noticed that InstaGAN learned
reasonably well to translate images in which giraffes have almost
no occlusion and are standing sideways, producing birds on the
same position. An interesting “cheat” that the network learned was
to generate dark birds to generate contrast with the lighter back-
grounds so it can fool the discriminator without having to always
produce correct textures.
6 CONCLUSION
The image-to-image translation is a fairly recent research field
with still many open questions, such as the proposal of new loss
functions, new applications, and how to properly take advantage
of the latent space representation. This field explores unsupervised
learning to produce never before seen samples without the direct
guidance of an expert. In the present work we have shown that
bird images can be generated from giraffe images and produce
labeled data using GAN. As seen in the evaluation, a portion of
them will be realistic, and most of them will be able to “fool” in
a loose sense since Mask R-CNN was not designed to detected
forgery, a state-of-the-art network as being a real sample.
Evaluation of the synthetic images as a reliable source of labeled
data for supervised training was left for future work. Also, multi-
domain translation can be explored, enabling the generation of
multiple domains from a single image, such as giraffe to elephant,
to bird, to sheep, and vice-versa by a single model.
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